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Ilis Excellency William F. Weld, Governor
Hil;l Honor A. Paul Cellucci, Lieutenant Governor
Honorable William M. Bulger, President of the Senate
Honorable Charles F. Flaherty, Speaker of the House
Honorable Thomas F . Birmingham, Chairman of the Senate Ways and Means Committee
Honorable Thomas M. Finneran, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee
Honorable Members of the General Court:
I am pleased to submit to you the Semi-Annual Report of Audit Results and Activities
ofthe Office of the State Auditor covering the period July 1, 1993 through December 31,
1993.
This fourteenth report continues a format which organizes audit results by recurring
fmdings within sectors of government to highlight systemic problems as well as broad
areas in need of strengthening. The OSA also acknowledges, within each section, actions
taken by agencies in response to previous OSA audit results and recommendations. Also
included are legislative studies, mandate determinations, and fiscal reviews completed by
the aSA's Division of Local Mandates. Finally, proposed and ongoing initiatives are
included to inform officials and the public of significant audit activity.
In closing, I would like to call special attention to two interim audits, part of ongoing
reviews of the system of internal controls established by the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority and the MasRachusetts Highway Department for estimating,
monitoring, and controlling project costs relative to work on the Clean-up of BORton
Harbor and the Depression of the Central Artery!I'hird Harbor Tunnel. See pages 7
and 37. These audits, which will result in a series of reports, will be updated in the next
Semi-Annual Report.
I look forward to continuing to work with you to improve the quality, cost effectiveness,
and accountability of the services that the Commonwealth provides to its citizens.
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Office of the
State Auditor:
Authority and
Responsibilities
he Office of the State Auditor
(OSA) operates under the direction
and control of the State Auditor, an
independently elected constitutionalofficer. The OSA provides the Governor, the Legislature, auditees, oversight
agencies, and the general public with an independent evaluation of the various agencies, activities, and programs operated by
the Commonwealth. The State Auditor is
mandated, under Chapter 11, Section 12, of
the Massachusetts General Laws, to conduct an audit at least once every two years
of all departments, offices, commissions,
health and higher education institutions,
and activities of the Commonwealth, including its court system and Authorities. Not
including special audit projects, the number
of entities requiring audit coverage totals
approximately 750. The Auditor also has
authority to audit the thousands of vendors
that contract with the Commonwealth and
its instrumentalities, as well as federally
aided programs. In addition, the Auditor is
responsible, under Chapter 11, Section 6B,
of the Massachusetts General Laws, for the
Division of Local Mandates, which is
charged primarily with determining the financial impact of legislation and regulations
on cities and towns.
The OSA conducts financial, performance,
and electronic data processing audits in
accordance with "Government Auditing

T
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Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. These standards
are known in the profession both as Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS) and as the Yellow Book standards.
OSA audit activities include the following
objectives:
• Attesting to the fair presentation, accuracy, and reliability of an auditee's financial statements;
• Determining whether the Commonwealth's
resources are properly safeguarded;
• Determining whether such resources are
properly and prudently used;
• Determimng an auditee's compliance with
legal and regulatory requirements;
• Evaluating the adequacy of an entity's internal control systems;
• Evaluating management's economy and
efficiency in its use of resources;
• Determining and evaluating a program's
results, benefits, or accomplishments; and
• Ensuring that all audit results are fully
disclosed to the public and the auditees.
All OSA audit results and recommendations are intended to assist agency and program administrators by indicating areas
where accounting and administrative controls, financial operations, program results,
and efficiency and effectiveness can be improved, and by providing technical assistance
where appropriate. An important component
of most audits is the exit conference, during
which the auditee is given an opportunity to
respond to the audit and its recommendations. In short, the OSA is not simply a critic
but is an agent, an advocate, and a catalyst
for improved management and delivery of
goverriment services.
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Audit Results,
RecommendaTIons,
Initiatives, and
Corrective
Actions: Overview
uring the report period July 1,
1993 through December 31, 1993,
the Office of the State Auditor issued 94 audit reports covering:
Authorities, human services agencies, education entities, judiciary/law enforcement
entities, and various other state activities.
For a complete listing of audit reports, see
Appendix Ion page 75. In these reports the
OSA disclosed millions of dollars in financial
and operational deficiencies and also provided recommendations intended to safeguard the Commonwealth's assets and to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
governmental operations.

D
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Each type of entity audited by the OSA is
governed by particular laws and regulations; is required to maintain financial
records properly; and, of course, is expected
to operate economically and effectively.
OSA audits are not intended to sensationalize, but rather to present an accurate
appraisal of financial management, legal
compliance, and, where appropriate, program effectiveness and efficiency.
Audit results and recommendations are
important to auditees, and in a majority of
instances auditees have indicated a willingness to take appropriate corrective actions.
Audit results, viewed in the aggregate, give
focus to problem areas for legislators and
administration officials and, along with
critical individual audit results, are the basis of OSA legislative and administrative
initiatives and recommendations.
The following information clearly demonstrates that OSA audits not only have promoted the safeguarding and enhancement
of the Commonwealth's assets but have also
assisted auditees in creating solutions to
improve their financial and managerial operations.
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Authority Audits
During the report period, the OSA released 68 audit reports relative to housing
authorities and other independent entities.
Fifty-nine of these reports were federally
mandated audits of state-administered federal and state programs. Many of these reports identified recurring audit results
which, if addressed, will improve financial
management of these Authorities and, in
turn, help to safeguard state and federal
funds.
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Authority Audits

Audit Results
In.~dirit AutHOtltl6i

Contract
Management
Weaknesses

"

. .' .

. '.

.

The OSA interim audit of the Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority's Boston Harbor clean-up efforts identified several contract management weaknesses that if strengthened, could significantly reduce project construction costs and provide improved management oversight of design and construction activities.
• The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) will incur excess costs of$11.5 million due to inadequate contract provisions. In August 1990 a $202 million dollar contract was
awarded to excavate a tunnel which, when completed, will move
treated wastewater from the Deer Island treatment facility for
discharge into Massachusetts Bay. According to the contractor's
original progress schedule, about 3.6 miles should have been completed by October 1992. Approximately one half of the excavated
rock (1.3 million tons) was to be used for structural backfill by
certain builders on Deer Island. However, when due to equipment failure and other problems, only 1,300 feet of tunnel had
been bored by October 1992, the MWRA had to buy and ship onisland $4.6 million worth of rock promised to these builders. The
Authority was also planning to purchase an additional 181,000
tons of rock at a cost of$2.2 million, in order to meet these contractual obligations. In addition, the MWRA. paid approximately
$4 million for a rock processing facility that sat idle and will potentially pay an additional $4.7 million to remove from the island
excavated rock that will no longer be needed by the Deer Island
builders .
• The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority allowed a contractor to start construction of a water treatment facility on Deer Island prior to obtaining all required environmental permits and
variances to build a seawall. Because a permanent seawall could
not be built without a permit and construction of the treatment
facility could not proceed without provision of shoreline protection, a temporary seawall was constructed at a cost of $740,000.
This will eventually be replaced by a permanent seawall.
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Authority Audits

Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment

Complete inventories of equipment, materials, and supplies help
to ensure that property is safeguarded and used for its intended
purpose. The following reports identified areas where equipment
controls needed to be strengthened.
• The Massachusetts Technology Park Corporation did not adjust
its listing of fixed assets to reflect acquisitions, deletions, or
transfers of equipment since June 30, 1988. In addition, the Corporation did not conduct a physical inventory during fiscal year
1992 and did not tag all equipment items. As a result, the Corporation could not be assured that its fixed assets were properly
safeguarded against loss or misuse.
• The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) purchased machinery and equipment valued at $5.5 million as part
of its acquisition of the Fore River Shipyard in 1987. Since that
time, some items had been transferred to various MWRA sites,
while others were sold or scrapped. The remaining items were
left. at the Fore River site to be leased to tenants or to remain
idle. The MWRA's financial records did not reflect the correct asset value for these items or detail their disposition. As a result,
the MWRA could not be assured that these fixed assets were
properly safeguarded against loss and unauthorized use.

Inadequate
ProtecHon Against
Loss of Funds

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation insures bank deposits
up to $100,000. Any funds in excess of this amount are subject to
loss in the event of a bank failure. The following entity risked loss
of funds in this manner.
• Springfield Parking Authority had an uninsured bank balance of
$248,448 as of January 31, 1993. These funds should have been
deposited into other banks with balances not exceeding $100,000.

QuesHonable
Expenditure

The following instance of unnecessary expenditure of funds was
disclosed.
• The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority purchased more
equipment than was necessary to complete the assembly of an effluent outfall tunnel in Massachusetts Bay. The Authority purchased two extra pieces of equipment to be used in the event of
loss or damage to equipment necessary for the completion of the
project. However, since there was a contract in place giving responsibility to the contractor for providing and installing the
equipment, as well as replacing lost or damaged equipment, the
expenditure of $800,000 for spare diffuser assemblies was unnecessary.
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Authority Audits

Mcum; AutfiorHi.' ond 1ft. Federal Single Audit Act

'

""'. . .

The federal Single Audit Act of 1984 created many opportunities
for state governments to reduce duplication by using one audit to
satisfy both federal and state requirements. The Commonwealth,
for example, closes its books on June 30 each year and has a single
audit done jointly by the Office of the State Auditor and a private
accounting firm.
Procedures developed by the OSA and authorized by Chapter 138
of the Acts of 1991 for the procurement and conduct of housing authority audits provide another example of the way in which the
Commonwealth is improving the coordination and efficiency of the
audit process. Chapter 138 gives the OSA the authority to prescribe state standards, in addition to any federal requirements, for
audits of all housing authorities that receive federal financial assistance, whether conducted by the OSA or a private firm. Housing
authorities that choose private firms to conduct audits of their federal programs are required to submit said audits to the OSA for review and approval. As a result of implementation of these single
audit procedures, accountability is strengthened, duplication is prevented, and costs are reduced. During the report period, the OSA
released 54 single audits of housing authorities and reviewed an additional19 single audits completed by private accounting firms.

Inadequate
Accounting and
Administrative
Controls

Adequate accounting and administrative controls assist housing
authorities in maximizing revenue potential and avoiding unnecessary operating deficits, thereby potentially increasing funds available for their programs. Several reports identified areas where accounting, recordkeeping, and other internal controls needed improvement.
• Bellingham Housing Authority did not properly document employees' accumulated vacation, sick, and personal leave information. As a result, the accuracy of leave balances for sick, vacation, and personal time could not be verified.
• Dracut Housing Authority did not physically count or monitor its
cash receipts from coin-operated washers and dryers. As a result,
the Authority had no assurance that it received the proper commissions from the vendor that provided this service.
• Dracut Housing Authority did not deposit all rent receipts in a
timely manner. Delays ranged from 2 to 22 days. As a result,
the potential for theft or loss of funds was increased, and interest
earned was not maximized.
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Authority Audits

Inadequate
Accounting and
Administrative
Controls
Continued

• Dracut Housing Authority needed to improve fiscal controls in order to assure the accuracy of its books and records and of the financial statements presented to the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD). For example, a variance of
$22,049 existed between expenditure reports submitted to HUD
and the Authority's general ledger. In addition, the Authority did
not maintain separate financial records for each component of its
Section 8 housing assistance program. This HUD requirement is
intended to provide a record of the actual payment and expenses
applicable to each type of housing assistance certificate.
• Haverhill Housing Authority's budget requests to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development were not based on
accurate, documented budget forecasting data. As a result, the
Authority received $205,820 in subsidy overpayments in fiscal
year 1992.
• Haverhill Housing Authority, as reported in a previous audit, did
not properly segregate duties with respect to tenant rent receipts.
Specifically, one employee was responsible for collecting, recording, and depositing these receipts. This internal control weakness had contributed to an environment in which funds were misappropriated from two state programs. The current audit disclosed that the division of duties necessary to assure stronger internal control over tenant receipts had not yet been implemented.
• Wilmington Housing Authority did not assure that funds provided for its Tenant Participation Organization were expended
for allowable tenant organization costs. Tenant Participation Organization records indicated expenditures for such activities as
social outings, parties, and charitable donations, all of which are
unallowable under Executive Office of Communities and Development regulations.
• Wilmington Housing Authority exceeded the Executive Office of
Communities and Development's approved salary budget for its
former Executive Director by $4,092. In addition, the Authority
made $3,662 in unauthorized computer software and training
purchases and expended $800 on unauthorized legal costs.
• Wilmington Housing Authority reimbursed its former Executive
Director $527 for travel expenses for which there was no supporting documentation.
• Wilmington Housing Authority did not adequately maintain its
attendance and leave records. As a result, close to $1,000 was
paid to the former Executive Director for eleven vacation days to
which she was not entitled.
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Authority Audits

• Wilmington Housing Authority did not establish adequate controls over the collection of washer and dryer income. The Authority did not execute a formal written contract with the laundry
services vendor and did not verify the accuracy of commission receipts received. As a result, the Authority could not be assured
that it received all commission revenue to which it was entitled.

Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment

Executive Office of Communities and Development regulations
require that housing authorities conduct annual physical inventories of property and equipment, tag equipment, and annually update inventory listings. In addition to ensuring accountability for
property and equipment, adequate inventory records serve as a
source of insurance coverage information in the event of a casualty
loss, as a basis of comparison with the previous year's physical inventory, and as financial planning data. Several reports identified
areas where inventory controls needed improvement in order to adequately safeguard property and equipment and to protect these
fixed assets from possible loss, theft, or misuse.
• Amesbury Housing Authority did not conduct an annual physical
inventory of its property and equipment during the audit period;
did not maintain a listing of its fixed assets or any records of
original cost or fair market value of equipment items; and did not
record the value of its fixed assets on its financial records. As a
result, the Authority could not be assured that its property was
adequately protected or accurately recorded on its books.
• Concord Housing Authority was cited in a prior audit for not recording the dollar value of its fixed assets on its financial statements. The Authority, during the current audit period, still had
not recorded the value of its inventory on its books of account. As
a result, the Authority understated its financial records and
statements by the original cost or fair market value of its furniture and equipment.
• Haverhill Housing Authority was cited in a previous audit for
weaknesses in property and inventory controls. During the current audit period, the Authority still had not tagged all equipment items or completed a physical inventory of one program's
furniture and equipment. In addition, the Authority did not
record the original cost or fair market value of its inventory. As a
result, the Authority could not be assured that its property was
adequately protected or accurately recorded on its books.
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AuthorIty Audits

Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment
Continued

Noncompliance
with Rent
Determination
Regulations and
Tenant Selection
Procedures;
Delays In Renting
Apartments

• Malden Housing Authority did not maintain accurate and complete inventory records. As a result, its fixed assets were exposed
to possible loss or misuse.
• Wilmington Housing Authority was cited in a previous audit for
weaknesses in its procedures for controlling and safeguarding its
fixed assets. Although the Authority had improved its inventory
controls by establishing a listing of all furniture and equipment
items, it had not conducted an annual physical inventory of its
property and equipment and had not recorded the value of its
fixed assets on its financial records. By not maintaining adequate records, the Authority exposed its property and equipment
to possible loss or misuse and understated its fmancial records
and statements by the original cost or fair market value of all
equipment items.
OSA reports disclosed that certain housing authorities did not adhere to Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD)
regulations regarding rent determinations and tenant selection, or
did not move expeditiously to fill vacant apartments. These conditions could result in overcharges to tenants or lost rental income to
Authorities. They could also deprive eligible low-income persons, at
least temporarily, of housing to which they are entitled.
• Chicopee Housing Authority did not fill 90 of 126 vacant units
within EOCD's target time frame of 21 working days. As a result, the Authority lost approximately $28,462 in potential rental
mcome.
• Dracut Housing Authority did not increase rents in one of its programs by 4.3% as provided in the lease agreement. As a result,
the Authority lost $1,130.
• Falmouth Housing Authority did not fill 27 vacant units within
EO CD's target time frame. As a result, the Authority lost $5,483
in potential rental income.
• Gardner Housing Authority did not fill 32 out of 42 vacant units
within EOCD's target time frame. These units took an average of
120 days in excess of21 working days to reoccupy. As a result,
the Authority lost $20,287 in potential rental income.
• Haverhill Housing Authority needed to revise its rent collection
policies. Many tenants were delinquent 60 or more days in their
rent payments, at least partially because delinquent notices were
sent 60 days, rather than 30 days, after nonpayment of rent.
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Authority Audits

• Wilmington Housing Authority made errors in calculating rent
redeterminations in half the cases tested. As a result, the Authority lost at least $2,735 in rental income.
• Wilmington Housing Authority did not properly maintain its tenant records . As a result, it was not possible to determine the accuracy of certain accounts receivable balances. In addition, at
least two applicants selected for federally assisted housing were
not selected in the order of the Authority's waiting list.

Noncompliance
with State and
Federal Laws and
Regulations

OSA reports disclosed instances in which housing authorities
were not in compliance with certain laws and regulations. Such
noncompliance could result in unnecessary or inappropriate expenditures or in increased risk to tenant health and safety.
• Wilmington Housing Authority awarded an $8,347 contract without public competitive bidding. As a result, the Authority could
not be assured that it had obtained the best possible price for services rendered.
• Winchester Housing Authority did not conduct required annual
inspections of all housing units. As a result, the Authority could
not be assured that these units were in compliance with mandated health and safety standards.
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Authority Audits

Prior Audit Results: Corrective Actions
A review of prior audit results is an important component of each
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. The following Authorities have taken corrective actions based on OSA recommendations.

Amesbury Housing
Authority

• The Authority is conducting required annual inspections.

Bourne Housing
Authority

• The Authority remained within its maintenance budget for the
period April 1, 1991 to March 31,1992.

• The Authority has remitted to the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development an overpayment of $1,705.

• The Authority has increased the accuracy of its rent determinations by improving the maintenance of its tenant files.
• The Authority is no longer paying rents in excess of the maximum amounts allowed by the Executive Office of Communities
and Development.

EvereH Housing
Authority

• The Authority has received funding which will enable lead paint
inspections to be conducted in its Family Housing Programs.
Lack of funds had previously prevented this program from being
implemented.

Gloucester
Housing Authority

• The Authority has strengthened its administrative accounting
controls by correcting posting errors and properly reconciling
various accounts.
• The Authority has issued the proper 1099-MISC income information forms for calendar years 1991 and 1992.
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Authority Audits

Northampton
Housing Authority

• The Authority has strengthened its administrative and accounting
controls by properly numbering and documenting journal entries,
as well as by referencing all entries in its general ledgers.

West Springfield
Housing Authority

• The Authority has strengthened its administrative and accounting
controls by properly identifying, referencing, and explaining all
journal entries.
• The Authority has implemented a Drug-Free Workplace policy, as
required by federal regulation.
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Authority Audits

Initiatives
The following is an update of planned and ongoing special OSA
initiatives in the area of Authority audits:

Executive Office
of Communities
and Development
(EOCD)

• The OSA has begun an audit comparing certain EOCD regulations pertaining to public housing authorities with those in place
for privately operated housing agencies that contract with the
Commonwealth. The audit will compare practices and policies for
salaries; health, life, and accident insurance; automobile allowances; retirement and IRA benefits; as well as indirect and overhead administrative costs. The audit will also determine whether
the privately operated agencies are maintaining adequate internal controls, are complying with applicable rules and regulations,
and are providing the services required by their state contracts.

Local Housing
Authorities

• The OSA is conducting a statewide audit of selected public housing authorities. This audit will review the adequacy of internal
controls and compliance with programmatic requirements for the
following areas: tenant selection, rent redeterminations, preparing and filling vacant units, administrative costs and related expenses, and miscellaneous revenue and other income.

Massachusetts
Port Authority
(Massport)

• The OSA is continuing to review Massport's policies and procedures for reimbursing personnel for travel and entertainment expenses; controls over furnishings, equipment and other fixed assets; allocation of general and administrative expenses; procedures for bidding and awarding contracts; computation of landing
fees; and controls over payroll and other related expenditures. In
addition, the OSA is reviewing Massport's bond issuance structure for both short-term. and long-term. debt financing.
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Authority Audits

Massachusetts
Water Resources
Authority (MWRA)

• The OSA is continuing its review of the MWRA's activities relative to the administration of the Harbor Cleanup Project that
will include, but not be limited to, contract awards and amendments, project scheduling, and anticipated cost and funding. It
also includes an assessment of the system of internal controls the
MWRA has established for estimating, monitoring, and controlling project costs. This audit will result in a series of reports, the
first of which is detailed in this Semi-Annual Report.

Regional Transit
AuthorHles

• The OSA, jointly with the Office of the Inspector General, has
completed a statewide review of regional transit authorities, with
particular emphasis on contract bidding and awarding processes.
This audit will be detailed in the OSA's next Semi-Annual Report, and can be obtained by calling 727-2075.
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Education Audits
During the report period, the OSA released four audits pertaining to education.
One of these reports reviewed Electronic
Data Processing (EDP) activities and is detailed in the EDP Audit section on page 44.
Another of these reports, that of the
Ashburnham-Westminster School District,
was conducted at the request of the Office of
the Attorney General.
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Education Audits

Audit Results
Inadequate
AccounHng and
Administrative
Controls

Adequate accounting and administrative controls assist entities
in maximizing revenue potential and avoiding unnecessary operating deficits. Regarding the audit of the Ashburnham-Westminster
School District, one of the reports detailed below, the Office of the
Attorney General, before calling in the OSA, had identified approximately $600,000 in missing funds during his investigation of the
District's former business manager. The OSA confirmed this
amount and identified an additional loss of over $400,000. The audit report noted that internal control and administrative oversight
weaknesses created vulnerabilities to fraud and abuse, and allowed
embezzled funds to go undetected over a long period of time .
• Ashburnham-Westminster Regional School District's severe internal control deficiencies, particularly in the area of segregation of
financial duties, resulted in the embezzlement of approximately
one million dollars from 1986 through 1992. Moreover, these deficiencies, along with a failure by the School Committee to provide proper oversight, allowed the thefts to go undetected for
seven years. Specifically, the former business manager
diverted, for private use, $429,778 in school district funds; opened
unauthorized school district accounts into which he deposited and
then personally diverted $385,980; and wrote checks totalling
$166,330 from authorized school district accounts for non-school
district business. These thefts occurred and went undetected
largely because the former business manager had total control
over financial matters including review of accounts, check writing
and reconciliation of bank statements. In addition, when the embezzlements resulted in insufficient funds to meet school district
obligations, the former business manager illegally borrowed
funds on behalf of the school district. As of March 31, 1992, there
was $110,000 still outstanding in loans that were not authorized
by the School Committee. The unauthorized borrowings cost the
school district an additional $44,828 in interest charges. (See
page 60.)
• Ashburnham-Westminster Regional School District did not contract for annual required fiscal audits. The former business manager apparently informed the accounting firm that had completed
an audit for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1989, that funds were
no longer available for audit purposes. The School Committee did
not properly monitor this decision and, consequently, failed in its
responsibility to ensure that these required audits were performed.
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Education Audits

Inadequate
Accounting and
Administrative
Controls
Continued

• Bridgewater State College had inadequate internal controls over
the collection, processing, reporting, depositing, safeguarding,
and recording of cash receipts. Specifically, cashiers routinely
transferred cash among themselves without counting funds upon
receipt; access to bank bags was not adequately restricted; there
was no daily deposit verification process to assure that deposits
reached the bank intact and that accounting entries were accurate; and the posting process did not preclude the possibility that
transactions could be recorded in the accounting system more
than once. In addition, the College had neither performed periodic internal control reviews nor documented an internal control
plan. These deficiencies allowed an unexplained variance of
$109,849 between the College's bank statements and accounting
records to occur.
Pursuant to the requirements of the Internal Control Statute, the
OSA investigated the control environment and made recommendations for corrective action. (See page 61 .)

Inadequate
Control over Trust
Funds

Higher education trust funds are composed of money and property, apart from appropriated funds or state-owned property, entrusted to institutions in the higher education system. In 1977,
Northern Essex Community College created an All College Purpose
Trust Fund "to accept funds from other trust operations which are
declared surplus ... to be expended for the general betterment of the
community college." The OSA audit of these funds disclosed the following questionable practices and expenditures.
• Northern Essex Community College made questionable transfers
to its All College Purpose Trust FUnd from its Bookstore Trust
Fund and Food Service Trust Fund. Although the College argued
that these transfers were in compliance with all laws, rules, and
guidelines, the OSA audit indicated that Massachusetts General
Laws, as well as the policy statement governing the Bookstore
Trust Fund and the Food Service Trust Fund, require that revenue received by these Funds be restricted to purposes specifically connected to their own respective operations. Only if these
FUnds are terminated is authorization given to the Trustees of
the College to use any remaining balance for the general purposes of the College.
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Education Audits

• Northern Essex Community College did not require a sufficiently
detailed budget for its All Purpose College Trust Fund to permit
the identification of major expenditures made from the Fund.
• Northern Essex Community College could not provide documentation to show that $5,500 spent from its All Purpose Trust Fund
for off-campus entertainment of guests was for the "general betterment of the college" and thus appropriate.

Unnecessary or
QuesHonable
Expenditures

Prudent business practice calls for revenue maximization and efficient use of resources. The following instance of a questionable expenditure was noted.
• Northern Essex Community College paid $16,264 in lease payments for an automobile with a retail price of$11,407. The lease
payments also included additional ongoing charges for maintenance, insurance, and mileage. As a result, the lease was an
uneconomical alternative to an outright purchase.
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Initiatives
The following is an update of planned and ongoing initiatives in
the area of education.

Student Financial
Aid Programs

• The OSA is continuing audits of federal student financial assistance programs at eleven public colleges.

University of
MassachuseHs
Medical Center

• In accordance with Chapter 110 of the Acts of 1993, the OSA is
completing a study to determine whether the Medical Center can
operate, with regard to its present purposes, using a smaller state
subsidy than what it received for fiscal year 1993, or whether it
can become financially self-supporting.
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Education Audits
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Human Services
Audits
During the report period, the OSA released ten reports pertaining to human services activities, seven of which were audits
of vendors who contract with the Commonwealth to provide social services. One of the
audits reviewed Electronic Data Processing
(EDP) activities and is detailed in the EDP
Audit section on page 44.
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Human Services Audits

Audit Results
Inadequate
Accounting and
Administrative
Controls

Adequate accounting and administrative controls help to ensure
that state funds are being spent properly and efficiently. Several
reports revealed various internal control weaknesses that create
vulnerabilities to waste and mismanagement and may result in lost
revenues.
• Cape Cod and Islands Council of Boy Scouts of America's Homestead Program of residential services for teen-age boys had inadequate internal controls over payroll and personnel records. As a
result, the Council paid $92,277 in salary to seven employees, for
which there was no supporting documentation. In addition, the
Homestead Program's Director was provided $10,577 in questionable salary payments and another member of the staff was provided, in violation of state regulations, $490 in severance pay.
• Cape Cod and Islands Council of Boy Scouts of America did not
properly oversee renovations being made to the facility housing
its Homestead Program. Specifically, Council management did
not make periodic inspections of the facility and did not require
the Program Director responsible for day-to-day oversight of facility renovations to provide reports on the progress of the work. In
addition, the Council did not appropriate, or attempt to secure,
sufficient funding to ensure that the facility would be properly
maintained. These management and oversight deficiencies contributed to the facility deteriorating, which ultimately led to license suspension and closure of the Homestead Program.
• Community Connections, Inc. (CCI) did not base budget requests
to the Department of Mental Retardation, one of the state agencies with which it contracted to provide rehabilitative and employment services, on actual program costs. In addition, CCI received thousands of dollars more revenue than it reported in its
budget request as offsets to program costs. As a result, excessive
costs tota 11ing as much as $103,771 were charged against state
contracts.
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
did not have a duly constituted Board of Directors and the attendance at Board meetings was inadequate to officially conduct
agency business. Because GAAMHA's Board did not meet its
oversight and managerial responsibilities, GAAMHA could not be
assured that all of the state funds it expended were necessary,
proper, and in compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations.
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Inadequate
AccounHng and
Administrative
Controls
Continued

• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
did not have an adequate system of internal controls over the receipt and deposit of income from its Canteen operations and soda
machines. The one employee with a key to the soda machines
was charged with placing soda receipts in the Canteen's cash register daily. No other employee provided a cheek or control to assure that this procedure was regularly taking place, and soda deposits were not recorded on or reconciled with Canteen register
tapes. As a result of these control deficiencies, GAAMHA could
not be assured that as much as $22,385 in soda revenues collected during the audit period was appropriately deposited in its
accounts.
• The Puerto Rican Veteran's Association, Inc. did not routinely
record in its cash disbursement journal checks drawn on its account, and did not routinely perform monthly bank statement
reconciliations. As a result, the entity lacked assurance that its
records of account were accurate and, in fact, variances existed
between reconciled bank balances and entity records.
• The Puerto Rican Veteran's Association, Inc. had inadequate controls over payroll activities. The entity did not properly maintain
time and attendance records, and therefore could not be assured
that its payroll expenses wer,e appropriate. Furthermore, income
taxes were not withheld on some wages paid to the entity's Executive Director. In addition to being a violation of state and federal tax regulations, failure to withhold income for taxes could result in penalty charges to the filer. Finally, payroll loans, made
in August 1992, of $150 to the Executive Director and $89 to a
Case Manager had not been repaid as of July 1993.
• The Puerto Rican Veteran's Association, in August 1992, borrowed $5,000 as a working capital loan to be repaid with interest
by November 1993. As of June 30, 1993 the loan and accumulated interest were still outstanding, and the entity's cash balance was only $2,070. As a result, the entity risked being placed
in a deficit position should the loan be called. In addition, interest at the rate of 13% continued to accrue.
• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc. did not recognize
and resolve inconsistencies between information provided on fuel
assistance applications and information contained in supporting
documentation. As a result, the Council could not be assured
that all benefits were paid to eligible households.
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• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc. allowed its Executive Director use of its corporate credit card for personal, as well
as business, expenses. The Executive Director upon receipt of the
monthly credit card statement, identified business expenses,
which were then paid by the Council. Prudent busines.s practices
advocate that personal expenses not be incurred using a business
account under which the business entity is legally liable for the
charges. This practice could potentially result in a loss to the entity in the event that the employee fails to pay amounts due or
does not accurately separate personal from business expenses.

Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment

All state entities and private entities that receive public funding
for the purchase of equipment are required to keep complete inventories of equipment, materials, and supplies in order to ensure that
property is safeguarded and used for its intended purpose. The following reports identified areas where controls needed improvement.
• Cape Cod and Islands Council of the Boy Scouts of America did
not maintain detailed records of the inventory in its Homestead
Program. Records did not include a description and location for
each item, its cost, and the source of funds used to buy it. In addition, an annual physical inventory was not conducted and
equipment items were not properly tagged. As a result, the
Council could not be assured that its fixed assets were being adequately safeguarded against loss or unauthorized use.
Subsequent to the audit period, Department of Youth Services
(DYS) management reviewed and tagged state-owned equipment
and furniture. On December 4, 1992, this property was reclaimed by DYS.
• Community Connections, Inc. (eCl) did not maintain detailed inventory records giving the description and location of each equipment item, its cost, and the source of funds used to purchase it.
The general records CCI did keep grouped together similar types
of fixed assets and therefore did not allow for reconciliation to detailed fixed-asset subsidiary records. As a result, CCI and applicable state funding agencies could not be assured that fixed assets valued at more than $350,000 were properly protected or accurately recorded on CCl's books.
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Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment
Continued

• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
did not maintain detailed inventory records giving the description
and location of each equipment item, its cost, and the source of
funds used for its purchase. In addition, GAAMHA did not perform an annual physical inventory of its fixed assets and did not
tag each item of furniture and equipment. As a result, GAAMHA
and applicable state funding agencies could not be assured that
fixed assets totalling over $80,000 were adequately protected
against loss and unauthorized use.
• The Irving A. Glavin Center did not perform an annual physical
inventory during the audit period. As a result, the Center could
not be assured that its fIXed assets were adequately safeguarded.

Noncompliance
wHh State and
Federal Laws and
Regulations

OSA reports disclosed that two entities were not in compliance
with various state and federal laws and regulations. Such noncompliance could result in inappropriate or unnecessary expenditures or
loss of tax revenues.
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
violated state laws, tax regulations, and its own policies and procedures when it hired the sons of two management employees.
Because the youngsters were ages eleven and fifteen, it was a violation of state labor law to hire them for workshop employment.
In addition, GAAMHA was in noncompliance with its internal
policy by allowing the hiring of close family members of its Executive Director and its Program Director. The former Executive
Director's son was paid $1,618 over six months and the former
Program Director's son was paid $6,166 over thirteen months. In
both cases there was inadequate documentation to support hours
worked; time cards that should have been signed by the employees were instead initialed by their fathers; and payments were
made in advance for hours not yet worked. Finally, GAAMHA
did not appropriately report all of the wages these individuals received to the Internal Revenue Service. (See pages 57, 58.)
• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc. did not report as
personal income to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) or the Department of Revenue (DOR) the value of personal use of company
cars by five employees. Neither the Council nor the employees
maintained any records of business and personal use of these vehicles. The failure of the Council to include on W -2 Wage and
Tax Statements an amount representing the value of this benefit
may have resulted in underpayments to the rns and the DOR.
(See page 57.)
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• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc. did not report as income on W-2 Wage and Tax Statements an annual bonus of $250
paid to its Executive Director since 1979. An additional one-time
bonus of $750 was also not reported to the Internal Revenue Service or the Department of Revenue. (See page 57.)

Questionable
Billings and
Expenditures

The following examples of unallowable vendor charges and reimbursements, which reduce funds available for service provision, were
noted.
• Cape Cod and Islands Council of the Boy Scouts of America's
Homestead Program charged certain non-reimbursable auto expenses to state contracts. The Homestead Program was in possession of two motor vehicles, a van used to transport its clients and a
station wagon for which no documentation was provided to indicate program service use. As a result, some portion of $4,564 reimbursed to the Homestead Program for use of these two vehicles
was unallowable.
• Community Connections, Inc. (CCl) purchased an $18,025 automobile without documenting an analysis of the cost of buying this
car versus paying $.21 per mile to the Executive Director for the
business use of her own vehicle. The OSA's analysis indicated
that CCl's decision was not the most cost-effective option for providing business-related transportation for its Executive Director
and resulted in approximately $5,000 in excessive transportation
costs. In addition, because CCl's Executive Director charged for
travel to and from work, and did not maintain a written record of
business travel expenses, CCI incurred an undetermined amount
in transportation costs that were not allowable.
• Community Connections, Inc. (CCl) paid a direct care employee
more than the hourly rate established by the Rate Setting Commission. As a result, CCI expended $1,353 more in state funds
than was allowable under state regulation.
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA),
between 1986 and 1991, paid $47,396 in fringe benefits in excess
of what was allowed by state regulation or its own personnel
policy. As such, this sum was unallowable and should not have
been reimbursed under state contract. (See page 59.)
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Questionable
Billings and
Expenditures

• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
paid its former Executive Director $6,922 for educational expenses in excess of what was allowed by state regulations and by
GAAMHA's own policies. Moreover, the former Executive Director attended classes two days per week during GAAMHA's regular business hours without the knowledge or authorization of its
Board of Directors and without indicating these absences on his
time sheets. (See page 59.)
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA),
between January 1988 and December 1991, spent $93,245 on
leases for vehicles that were not used for specific, documented
business purposes. These vehicles included two luxury sports
cars used exclusively by GAAMHA's former Workshop Director
and two cars used exclusively by another program director. In
response to concerns raised during the OSA audit, all of the automobile contracts in force at that time were terminated. (See page
59.)
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. improperly
billed against state contracts $22,827 paid to employees for nonbusiness-related employee expenses. These expenses included hotel and restaurant bills for which there was no documentation of
business-related activity and numerous purchases for personal
use. (See page 59.)
• Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
allowed questionable payments totalling $33,600 to be made to
three employees. In one instance, revenues generated through
the work of GAAMHA's clients and staff, in GAAMHA workshops,
were paid directly to GAAMHA's former Executive Director and
two other employees. Since these revenues were generated in
state-funded programs and the three former employees in question were being compensated under state contracts, the revenues
should have been remitted directly to GAAMHA to increase funds
available for services. In another instance, $23,150 in
unallowable and undocumented consulting costs were paid to a
former Workshop Director. Since the consultant services provided by this person were essentially the same as his full-time job
responsibilities, the consultant contract was a duplicative, unnecessary, and non-reimbursable expense. (See page 59.)
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• New Medico, Inc. was overpaid $82,992 by the Commonwealth
and $52,935 by the Town of North Attleborough for acute care
patient expenses. In addition, a third-party insurance carrier
may have overpaid New Medico as much as $215,810. The OSA
audit disclosed that New Medico established its patient service
charges based upon funding sources available and then maximized service revenue based on these funding sources. This procedure resulted in charges for the same service being billed to
more than one coverage provider. (See page 59.)
• New Medico, Inc.'s comprehensive billing for patient care and related services were variable and not in direct correlation to the
medical or rehabilitative care provided. In one case reviewed,
this resulted in $93,573 in unsupported billings to the Department of Education and the Salem school system.
• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc., over a three year
period, reimbursed its Executive Director over $16,000 for at
least 361 meals. For over half of the meals claimed, supporting
documentation did not identify who participated in the meal or
the business activity which took place.
• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc. reimbursed its Executive Director for at least 81 miscellaneous expenses, totalling
$6,798, that were not authorized or supported by an invoice, or
were not an appropriate use of public funds. Specifically, reimbursements for charges listed as meeting or business expenses included $210 paid to a Washington, D.C. massage parlor; $1,580
for flowers; $305 for purchase of a radar detector for a companyowned car; and $1,077 more than was authorized for a farewell
party for a retiring employee.
• South Shore Community Action Council, Inc.'s Executive Director
claimed and received reimbursement for $2,200 in expenses incurred on overnight travel that were either in excess of or not authorized under applicable travel regulations. These included
charges for personal expenses, as well as for expenses that occurred on the weekend after the conclusion of a business conference.
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Special Audit Section
Department of
Procurement and
General Services
Sale of the
Belchertown State
School Carousel

The OSA conducted a review of the provisions of Chapter 547 of
the Acts of 1991 to determine ownership of a carousel on the
grounds of the Belchertown State School and to determine the
state's compliance with specific laws, rules, and regulations concerning the proposed sale of the carousel. The results of this audit were
as follows:

1. The carousel in question, as evidenced by a 1947 bill of sale, did
in fact belong to the state.
2. Chapter 547 of the Acts of 1991, which mandates the sale of the
carousel in order to raise money for the Belchertown State Carousel Trust Fund, has the effect of establishing the carousel as surplus property.
3 . The Department of Procurement and General Services complied
with surplus disposition regulations in the sale of the carousel.

4. Auction of the carousel resulted in its sale for $400,000. The successful bidder paid the auctioneer an additional $40,000, which
represents a 10% buyer's fee. The Commonwealth paid the auctioneer $20,000, which represents a 5% seller's fee . The Commonwealth therefore netted $380,000 which was appropriately
deposited into the Belchertown State School Carousel Trust
Fund.
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Initiatives
The following is an update of planned and ongoing initiatives in
the area of human services:

Departments of
Mental Health
(DMH), Public
Health (DPH), and
Mental
Retardation
(DMR): Review of
Facility Closings

• The OSA is continuing a review of the Administration's consolidation plan to close certain DMH, DPH, and DMR facilities. Specific objectives include a review of the process used to arrange for
alternative patient care; a cost-benefit analysis of the decision to
close facilities; and a determination as to whether the loan of
state owned equipment to private organizations violates any
state laws, rules, or regulations.

Department of
Public Welfare:
"ET-Choices"
Program

• The OSA, as mandated by Chapter 75 of the Acts of 1990, has
completed an analysis and evaluation of the state's employment
and training program, then entitled "ET-Choices." The evaluation includes an analysis of existing incentives and disincentives
to economic independence, types of jobs offered or filled, and success and failure rates. The evaluation also includes an examination of the supportive services offered to participants of the program, such as day care and medical care, and an analysis of program costs. This audit, which was issued March 9, 1994, will be
detailed in the OSA's next Semi-Annual Report, and can be obtained by calling 727-2075.

Human Services
Providers: Indirect
Costs

• The OSA is conducting a statewide review of vendors' indirect
costs, such as administrative and support charges, to determine if
these costs are reasonable, allowable, and allocable to state contracts.

Purchase of
Service System

• The OSA is continuing a performance audit relative to the process for awarding state contracts to human service vendors. The
audit will assess the adequacy of administrative controls over the
procurement of services. Selected state agencies and provider
vendors are being reviewed for compliance with policies and procedures, as well as with prescribed and acceptable practices.
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Other Audit
Reports
During the report period, the OSA released twelve other audits pertaining to
various state and local entities, three of
which reviewed Electronic Data Processing
(EDP) activities. The three EDP audits,
which reviewed judicial entities, are detailed
in the EDP Audit section on page 44.
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Audit Results
Inadequate
Monitoring and
Enforcement
AcHvltles

In response to concerns arising from the recent increased level of
insolvencies within the insurance industry nationwide, the OSA
conducted an audit to determine if adequate oversight and controls
were in place to protect the Massachusetts consumer. This performance audit of the Division of Insurance, a subdivision of the Department of Banking and Insurance under the Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation, focused on evaluating
the effectiveness of the Division's procedures for determining the financial condition, solvency, and adequacy of reserves of all licensed
insurance companies operating within the Commonwealth. The following issues were disclosed:
• The Division of Insurance did not adequately monitor the financial solvency of insurance companies writing coverage in Massachusetts. Specifically, the Division conducted only 72 desk audits
in fiscal year 1991 of the approximately 1,100 insurance companies licensed to do business in the Commonwealth. In addition,
findings from these reviews were not used for consumer protection follow-up or enforcement. Eight insurance companies domiciled in Massachusetts were found to be fmancially troubled and
seven potentially so. Although such designations would require
these companies to submit monthly or quarterly financial statements, no evidence existed that such statements were received or
that any increased scrutiny or further actions followed. The Division agreed that its monitoring of financial solvency of insurance
companies was insufficient and, subsequent to the audit period,
complied with recommendations to perform more desk audits annually and to take necessary action in troubled situations .
• The Division of Insurance's implementation offield examinations
was inadequate. Field examination workpapers lacked consistency in quality and detail and showed little evidence of supervisory review; examination reports showed little evidence of internal control testing and generally lacked conclusions regarding the
financial conditions of the insurance companies. Furthermore,
these examinations focused on account groups and balances from
year-end financial statements rather than on the companies'
overall financial solvency. As a result, the Division could not assure effective insurance-related consumer protection to the
Commonwealth's policy holders.
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• The Division of Insurance did not have adequate records to support billings to insurance companies to recover the costs of its
field examinations. As a result, the Division could not be assured
that it recovered the full amount due for conduct of these field reviews. The OSA estimated that the Division should have billed
insurance companies at least $1.1 million annually for field examinations. However, since the Division collected only $1.65 million during the two year period covered by the audit, the Commonwealth lost approximately $550,000.
• The Division of Insurance inadequately monitored the Massachusetts Insurers Insolvency Fund, which provides protection to Massachusetts policyholders in the event of failure of an insurance
company. The Division did not conduct a mandated field examination of the fund and also did not ensure the annual submission,
for Division review, of the fund's financial statements. The monitoring of both the adequacy of the annual assessments and the
dollar amount of the fund's unfunded liability, which totalled
$44,966,238 in 1991, should have been conducted by the Division
to ensure proper oversight.

Inadequate
Control over
Property and
Equipment

All state entities are required to keep complete inventories and
tag equipment in order to ensure that property is safeguarded and
used for its intended purposes. The following reports identified areas where inventory controls needed improvement.
• The Energy Facilities Siting Council, while making some progress
in strengthening inventory controls, still did not individually list
each piece of property or equipment, and did not list each item's
location or original cost. As a result, the Council could not be assured that its fixed assets were adequately safeguarded or properly recorded on its books.
• George Fingold Library, while substantially improving inventory
controls over its rare book collections, still needed to strengthen
controls over its other property items. The Library had not taken
an annual physical inventory and had not properly recorded the
value of all equipment items on its inventory records.
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Unnecessary
ProJect Costs

The OSA is reviewing and assessing the system of internal controls that the Massachusetts Highway Department has established
for estimating, monitoring, and controlling Central Arterytrhird
Harbor Tunnel project costs. This ongoing audit will result in a series of reports, the fIrst of which examined management activities
associated with the Charles River Crossing design package. The
audit disclosed the following:
• The Massachusetts Highway Department did not allow for adequate and timely local input into the design review process for
the Central Artery Project's Charles River Crossing. Project construction was begun while many public and private organizations, including groups representing the cities of Boston and
Cambridge, strongly opposed the selected design package known
as Scheme Z Modified. Subsequently, a 42-member Bridge Design Review Committee set up as part of the environmental certification of compliance with the Massachusetts Environmental
Policy Act, unanimously stated that Scheme Z Modified should be
eliminated and that other design options should be studied. This
view prevailed; a new design will be substituted; and four completed concrete, steel-reinforced ramps will be demolished. As a
result of the risky and potentially costly decision to begin construction without an acceptable design, the Central Artery
Project will incur unnecessary costs of at least $23 million in completing its Charles River crossing.
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Special Audit Section
During the audit period, the OSA released the following revenuerelated audits.

Chapter 555 Tax
Cap
Determination
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Pursuant to Chapter 555 of the Acts of 1986, the State Auditor is
charged with annunJly determining whether the net state tax revenues of a particular year exceeded allowable state tax revenues for
that year. The most recent review determined that the net state
tax revenues of $9,931,100,366.43 were below allowable state tax
revenues of $11,316,542,889.04 by the amount of
$1,385,442,522.61. Therefore, no excess tax revenues existed for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1993.

Other Audit Reports

Department of
Revenue Computer
Assisted Mass
Appraisal System
Program (CAMA)

During fiscal year 1993, the House Chairman of the Committee
on Taxation requested the OSA to conduct a cost-benefit analysis of
the Department of Revenue's (DOR) Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal System Program (CAMA). CAMA is a computer-softwarebased system designed to provide municipal assessors with an effective tool for meeting their statutory obligation of assessing the real
property located within their communities at full and fair cash
value. In 1987, DOR, through a contract with a private company,
developed and implemented CAMA which, during the audit period,
was utilized by over 70 communities.
The objectives of the OSA review were to determine current and
long-term costs associated with the development, implementation,
operation, and support of the CAMA system; and, to the extent possible to assess quality and user satisfaction. For purposes of comparison, the review also analyzed various cost and product information from a private firm under contract to provide similar products
and services to 68 communities.

Results: The OSA audit found that, on average, DOR's CAMA system cost approximately 46% less to implement and install than a
comparable system offered by private firms. In addition, although
the annual support costs and the level of staffing needed to support
and operate the public and private systems were approximately the
same, consultant costs for property reevaluation-related activities
for CAMA communities were lower.
It should be noted that the majority of CAMA's costs are borne by
the Commonwealth, which represents a subsidy to the communities
that use the system. However, even if these costs were passed on to
municipalities, CAMA would be a cost-effective alternative for most
communities.
Finally, the review found that the majority of CAMA and nonCAMA users were satisfied with their respective systems.
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Prior Audit Results: Corrective Actions
A review of prior audit results is an important component of each
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to acknowledge agency compliance with OSA recommendations. Corrective action, based on OSA recommendations, was taken in the following
instances.

Department of
Employment and
Training (DEl)

• DET, which was reviewed as part of the Chapter 555 Tax Cap
Determination Audit, has improved administrative controls by
remitting and recording all tax revenues in the year they are received, as required by law and regulation.

George Flngold
Library

• The Library has improved controls over the inventory of its rare
book collections by storing valuable items in a climate controlled
safe, by installing an alarm system, by restricting in-house access
to rare collections, and by supervising public viewing of rare
items.
• The Library has improved its accounting and administrative controls through policy changes regarding funds management.
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Initiatives
The following are among the planned and ongoing initiatives
relative to various state agencies and programs:

Bond Financing
for the
Commonwealth

• The OSA is reviewing the policies and procedures utilized by
state agencies and Authorities for issuing bonds. The audit will
determine the costs and expenses related to bond financing. Additionally, it will examine whether contracts with underwriters
and fmancial consultants are competitively bid and will review
the process for determining bond counsel and consultant fees.

Court Facility
Rental Accounts

• The OSA is completing its mandated audit of court facility rental
accounts and related accounts of any county, city, or town that
receives payments for the provision of court facilities. Section 2 of
Chapter 203 of the Acts of 1988 states that every county, city, or
town that receives such payments must maintain the rental
funds in a separate account to be used solely for the maintenance
of the rented facility. The OSA is examining compliance with this
requirement, as mandated by Chapter 203.

Court System:
Controls over the
ColiecHon and
Processing of
Cash Receipts

• The OSA is continuing a review of the internal controls utilized
by the Commonwealth's Court system for the collecting, recording, depositing, reporting, and safeguarding of cash receipts.

Department and
Other
Miscellaneous
Income

• The OSA is continuing a statewide review of the internal controls, compliance with competitive bidding, frequency of collection, and appropriate cost sharing of the revenue derived by state
agencies that have vending-type income from coin-operated cigarette, copy, amusement, laundry, and soft-drink machines.
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Depression of the
Central Artery /
third Harbor
Tunnel ·

• The OSA is reviewing and assessing the system of internal controls that the Massachusetts Highway Department has established for estimating, monitoring, and controlling project costs in
order to identify system weaknesses and opportunities for savings; cost avoidance; and adherence to timing, scheduling, and
performance requirements. This audit will result in a series of
reports, the first of which was issued August 19, 1993 and is detailed in this Semi-Annual Report.

Forfeited Property

• The OSA has begun a review of the Commonwealth's policies and
procedures governing forfeited properties. The audit will review
the adequacy of existing internal controls and determine if agencies are complying with applicable laws and regulations.

Local Aid Fund

• The OSA, as mandated under Chapter 268 of the Acts of 1990, is
conducting an audit of the Local Aid Fund, including the actual
disposition of all revenue credited to said fund. This review will
show (1) the total amount of revenue derived from the state income tax, sales tax, and corporate income tax as well as the balance of the State Lottery Fund after the payment of prizes and
expenses of operations; (2) the amount of revenue that was actually credited to the Local Aid Fund; (3) the amount of revenue
from the Local Aid Fund that was appropriated to the cities and
towns; and (4) the amount of revenue that was actually distributed from the Local Aid Fund to each city and town.

Probation Fees

• The OSA will review and evaluate the internal controls in place
at district courts for assessing and collecting probation fees. This
audit will examine (1) compliance with those provisions of Chapter 276, Section 87A and 99, MGLe, that pertain to the probation
fee process; (2) the standards and procedures used by Chief Probation Officers or their representatives in disseminating support
orders/restitution information to the district court; (3) whether
community service work programs have been established and the
effectiveness of such programs; and, (4) the adequacy of controls
over the collection of fees, including a determination of whether
waivers, if any, are supported by documentation and are made in
accordance with prescribed requirements.
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Revenue
Estimating
Processes for the
Commonwealth's
Annual
OperaHons

• The OSA has completed a follow-up review that evaluates the effectiveness of the Commonwealth's revenue estimating processes.
This audit, which updates a prior report and identifies the
progress the Commonwealth has made toward implementing
OSA recommendations, was issued on March 14, 1994 and is
available from the Office of the State Auditor at 727-2075.

Single Audit of the
Commonwealth

• During fiscal year 1994, the OSA will once again be a full partner
in performing the "Single Audit of the Commonwealth". This audit constitutes satisfaction of the federal requirement to audit the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts' financial operations, as well as
specified compliance issues. The OSA will continue to perform
the following audit functions: (1) determining the relationship of
Net State Tax Revenues to Allowable Tax Revenues (Tax Cap Determination), (2) reporting on agency compliance with the Office
of the Comptroller's Official Year-End Closing Instructions for
Cash and Revenue Management, and (3) reporting on agency
compliance with the Office of the Comptroller's Year-End Closing
Instructions for Encumbrance and Advance-Fund Management.

As a partner in the "Single Audit," the OSA will also provide staff
resources to audit federal programs to determine whether state
agencies are in compliance with applicable federal rules, regulations, and laws. Audit staff will conduct audit procedures that
are needed to render an opinion on the Commonwealth's Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, such as verifying certain accounts and documents at several agencies and testing selected financial transactions to determine their accuracy.
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Electronic Data
Processing Audits
During the report period, the OSA issued
five electronic data processing (EDP) audit
reports detailing strengths and weaknesses
of internal controls within computer-related
areas. In addition, because of the changing
data processing environment throughout the
Commonwealth, the OSA's EDP Audit Division has continued to update survey information pertaining to computer-related operations. Results from this survey allow the
EDP Audit Division to schedule audit engagements based upon levels of risk to
agency data centers or automated systems.
By electronically accessing the state's primary financial system, the Massachusetts
Management Accounting and Reporting System (MMARS), the Division generated data
extracts to support OSA auditors in performing financial audits. Data extracts provide detailed information on financial transactions and can significantly reduce the
hours of manual research. Additionally, the
Division generated random number reports
to assist OSA field auditors in meeting statistical sampling objectives.
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Audit Results
The OSA's EDP Audit Division provides expertise to evaluate internal controls relating to computer systems. The primary audit responsibility of the Division is to conduct internal control examinations of the Commonwealth's automated systems and processing environments. The objective is to determine whether sufficient controls are in effect to ensure that automated systems can be relied
upon and that processing is performed in an accurate, complete, and
timely manner. The Division conducts audits of application systems, systems under development, and data processing facilities.
The audits may include examinations of computer operations, access security, data integrity, program-change control, environmental protection, physical security, contracts and procurement, resource management, inventory control, disaster recovery and contingency planning, backup of magnetic-storage media, and microcomputer-based systems.

Disaster Recovery
and Contingency
Planning

The overall objective of disaster recovery and contingency planning is to ensure that computer operations which are critical and
important can be promptly regained in the event of significant disruptions or loss of processing capabilities. Further objectives of contingency planning are to safeguard data, programmed software, and
critical documentation; to ensure employee safety; to minimize security exposures and system damage; and to reduce the time required
to recover from events which could significantly delay or prohibit
processing.
• Administrative Office of the Trial Court did not have a formal disaster recovery and contingency plan in effect, nor had the criticality of the Administrative Office's application systems been assessed. In addition, an alternate processing site had not been
identified nor had a reciprocal processing agreement been negotiated with another agency or organization. These deficiencies had
been reported in prior EDP audits. Without a disaster recovery
plan, the Administrative Office risks the loss or degradation of
processing capabilities, which would affect administrative functions, such as the issuance of checks or the accounting for receipts
from the Probation Receipt Accounting system. The OSA again
recommended that the Administrative Office assess the criticality
of application systems and identify application priorities and required resources; that a risk assessment of all data processing
operations be performed; and that a formal disaster recovery and
contingency plan be developed.
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Disaster Recovery
and Contingency
Planning
Continued

• Brockton Multi-Service Center was in the process of installing local
area networks (LAN) at its Center and affiliated institutions on
the South Shore and within the South-West area, and was planning to establish a wide area network (WAN) within the Department of Mental Health's Region V. Because of the great importance of being able to recover critical and important systems which
could be rendered inoperable by a disaster, the OSA recommended
that the Service Center incorporate disaster recovery and contingency planning with the implementation of the LANs and the
WAN.
• Department of Education did not have data center-related disaster
recovery procedures and contingency planning. The Department
did not have a viable alternative processing site equipped with a
compatible computer system and appropriate supplies to resume
processing, and backup copies of computer media were not being
stored off-site. Consequently, the OSA determined that the Department would either not be able to regain processing, or could
not regain processing within an acceptable period of time should a
disaster render systems inoperable. The absence of disaster recovery and contingency planning would leave the Department vulnerable to delays in processing graduate equivalency diploma certifications; teacher certifications; grants management information;
nutrition program information; and other internal business-related
information. The OSA recommended that immediate action be
taken to implement appropriate off-site storage of backup media
copies of critical and important application systems and data files.
Further, the OSA recommended that management assess the criticality of automated systems; conduct a risk analysis to identify all
potential threats and exposures to automated systems; and develop a formal disaster recovery plan for all critical and important
systems.
• Plymouth County District Attorney's Office's controls over disaster
recovery needed to be strengthened. The OSA recommended that
a comprehensive, written disaster recovery planning document be
developed incorporating all aspects of disaster recovery and contingency planning for computer operations. At the time of the audit,
the Massachusetts District Attorneys Association planned to serve
as the alternate backup processing site for the eleven District Attorneys within the Commonwealth. The OSA recommended that
the extent of resources and services to be provided regarding the
use of an alternate-processing location be formalized and documented to ensure that all parties are in agreement; and that periodic tests of alternate-site processing be performed to identify and
correct potential problems before they occur.
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Environmental
ProtecHon

Proper environmental protection for a data center and its associated on-site or off-premises media storage area serves to minimize
significant risks regarding the safety of staff and equipment. In addition, significant risk of damage to the data center itself, as well as
to other areas of an agency's physical plant, could exist without adequate environmental protection .
• Plymouth County District Attorney's Office's controls over environmental protection needed to be strengthened. Although the
building housing the Plymouth County District Attorney's Office
had smoke and heat detectors that sound at a remote monitoring
station, there were no heat, smoke, temperature, and humidity
detectors within the computer room. The Plymouth County District Attorney's Office was able to correct these control deficiencies while the audit was in progress.

Inventory Control

State-owned or leased computer-related equipment should be
properly tagged with inventory numbers that should be recorded on
a detailed inventory list. In the following instances, inventory controls needed improvement to ensure that data processing equipment
was properly accounted for and protected against loss or theft:
• Administrative Office of the Trial Court did not have adequate
inventory controls in place to safeguard and properly account for
all EDP-related assets. The Administrative Office's inventory
was not being maintained in a current, accurate, and complete
manner. There was no centralized notification of purchased or
donated equipment; many items had not been tagged; and management had not formally assigned authority and responsibility
for EDP-related inventory control. While the Administrative Office maintained a hardware inventory list at its Boston offices
and a separate inventory'list for internal purposes at the Cambridge data center, these lists were not complete or compatible.
As a result of a lack of Trial Court-wide EDP-related inventory
control and coordination, there were 1,160 items not on the Boston list, representing a variance between the lists of $4.4 million.
Failure to maintain an accurate and timely inventory valuation
weakens asset control, thereby heightening the risk of loss or
theft. The OSA recommended that Administrative Office's management take the necessary steps to have a comprehensive inventory performed on all hardware and software.
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Inventory Control
Continued

On-site and Offpremises Media
Backup and
Storage

• Department of Education was not providing adequate controls
over $2.3 million worth of computer equipment and software. Although an inventory list for microcomputer hardware was maintained, the list did not include all equipment. Further, there
were discrepancies in the hardware inventory list; there were
EDP-related items that were not on the hardware inventory list;
and many items were not tagged to identify the equipment as the
Department's property. In addition, there were no procedures in
place to ensure that individuals responsible for maintaining an
EDP-related inventory were made aware of all microcomputer
software acquisitions; there was no inventory being maintained of
microcomputer-based software; the Department could not provide
sufficient evidence to demonstrate that all copies of licensed software were, in fact, purchased; and there were numerous copies of
potentially illegal microcomputer software on departmental
equipment. The OSA recommended that Department management develop policies and procedures for centralized inventory
control over all computer equipment and software.

On-site and off-premises storage of backup magnetic media is
necessary to prevent the loss of important data and software and to
protect an agency's investment in computer software should original
and/or on-site backup copies be destroyed. Failure to store critical
information off site places at risk an agency's ability to restore and
resume critical processing within an acceptable period of time.
• Brockton Multi-Service Center needed to review the frequency of
off-site backups and the adequacy of environmental protection
and physical security being provided for on-site and off-site magnetic backup media. The OSA determined that daily backups of
magnetic computer media were being done for on-site storage, but
that off-site backups were being performed only twice a month.
The OSA recommended that Brockton Multi-Service Center review the adequacy of policies and procedures for computer media
backup and storage.
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OrganlzaHon and
Management

Effective controls need to be in place over the general operation
and management of a data processing facility and projects related
to automation of business functions. The organizational structure
must provide a framework which helps ensure that resources are
planned for and used in the most beneficial way, that assets are
safeguarded. that reliable information is produced in a timely manner, and that compliance is being ensured regarding all applicable
laws and regulations .
• Administrative Office of the Trial Court had several outstanding
issues that had been recommended for corrective actions by prior
audits. Weaknesses still existed in controls regarding sufficient
independence between the implementation section for the Probation Receipt Accounting system and internal audit group in that
both reported to the same Manager. The internal audit group audits the implementation section. Further, a lack of adequate
standards, policies, and procedures still existed for activities such
as data center operations, programming, communications activity, data and system security, vendor software selection, application testing, approval, and post-implementation review. In addition, there was still no separate EDP budget; no internal EDP audits being performed on computer operations; no designated security officer for the data center; and no plan for, or schedule of,
technical training. Furthermore, computer operators' shifts were
not yet being rotated periodically; there was still only one operator per shift; and the data center staff was not yet required to
wear ID badges or ID cards; and emergency procedures were not
yet posted in the Middlesex data center's computer room. In addition, all off-site storage and back-up applications had not yet
been assessed for criticality as had been previously recommended .
• Department of Education had contracted with a consultant who
was performing the responsibilities of a manager and, as such,
had been supervising the work of permanent state employees in
violation of Chapter 29, Section 29A of the Massachusetts General Laws. The OSA recommended that management clearly define staff reporting lines, authorities and responsibilities, and
that consultant responsibilities and duties be brought into compliance with state law.
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Organization and
Management
Continued

PhYSical Security

• Department of Education did not comply with the provision of
Chapter 647 of the Acts of 1989, the Internal Control Statute,
which requires the immediate reporting of thefts of funds or property to the State Auditor. Specifically, a theft of a notebook computer costing $3,000 which occurred at the Department's main
office between the 15th and the 20th of August, 1993, was never
reported to the OSA. In addition, the Department's management
could not provide documentation that the theft had been reported
to the local police department. As a result, no efforts had been
made to investigate the loss and to assess the adequacy of controls over computer equipment and software. Furthermore, the
loss of equipment was not properly reflected in the Department's
inventory. The OSA recommended that the Department develop
procedures for the required reporting of losses or thefts, and that
an individual be assigned responsibility for reporting any future
incidents to ensure compliance with the law.

Adequate physical security for a data center serves to minimize
the risk of unauthorized persons breaching the security regarding
the area housing valuable computer-related equipment and information. Proper security also minjmjzes the risk of loss, damage, or
destruction of computer equipment.
• Department of Education did not have adequate physical access
controls in place over its data processing facility and over office
areas that house computer equipment. Access to the computer
room was found to be unrestricted. The main door to the computer room housing the minicomputer and the file server for the
LAN was left unlocked during business hours . Since the computer room was not always staffed during business hours, there
would not always be someone present to detect unauthorized entry. Regarding the office areas, the stairwell doors and entrances
adjacent to the elevators were not properly secured. Since stairwell doors are fire doors, they should be closed, and because they
are also entry points, they should be alarmed after business
hours. In addition, the OSA found that the doors from the elevator areas at the general facility's entrance to each floor were also
wedged open and unlocked. Although these entrances were
equipped with card-key access systems, the systems were not
functioning at the time of the audit. The OSA recommended that
data center management perform a security risk assessment of
the computer room and areas housing computer systems and develop and implement written policies and procedures for the
physical security of the data center.
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Program Change
Control

Program change controls help to detect and prevent unauthorized
changes to software or ensure that all changes are appropriate, correct, and approved. Written program change control policies and
procedures help ensure that only authorized changes are made to
automated systems. It is important that changes be tested to ensure that they perform properly, meet the intended need, and do not
adversely impact the integrity of the application system. Requests
for program changes should be documented detailing their justification, required implementation date, system(s) affected, system owners and user department(s), review, approval, and final disposition .
• Administrative Office of the Trial Court's program change control
needed to be strengthened. There were no formal written standards and procedures for modifications and documentation of
changes to the Probation Receipt Accounting and Court Activity
Record Information application systems, and, as a result, most
program changes were being performed on an informal basis. In
addition, there was no method to systematically document all
program change requests and their final disposition. The OSA
recommended that Administrative Office management develop,
implement, and maintain written policies and procedures regarding program changes for all microcomputer, minicomputer, and
mainframe systems within the Trial Court. In addition, the OSA
found outstanding issues, disclosed by prior audits, that had not
yet been corrected. No written procedures had yet been implemented covering acceptance and/or cataloging of production programs; and periodic reviews of program documentation were not
yet being done by EDP management.
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System Access
Security

Industry guidelines or baseline controls indicate that appropriate
access security controls should be in place for critical or high-risk
systems to ensure that only authorized personnel obtain system access. Without system access restrictions, such as the periodic
changing or deleting of passwords and user IDs, unauthorized access could be gained, resulting in the risk of system data and programs being disclosed, damaged, deleted, or mo~ified .
• Administrative Office of the Trial Court did not have adequate
controls in place to ensure that only authorized users had access
to the Probation Receipt Accounting (PRA) application system
and associated system functions. Specifically, a significant number of user IDs remained active for employees who no longer
worked for the Trial Court and, consequently, at the 38 courts reviewed, 36% of those individuals with active PRA user IDs should
not have been permitted access. There was no formal mechanism
in place to ensure that user IDs and passwords would be revoked
for individuals no longer authorized or needing access to automated systems; and although the PRA user manual recommends
that passwords be changed every three months, PRA application
system passwords had never been changed. The OSA recommended that active users be reconciled with the employee list to
remove or disable the passwords of users no longer authorized to
access the system. The OSA further recommended that passwords be changed as called for in the PRA user manual. In addition, the OSA found issues that had been disclosed by prior audits
that had not yet been corrected. The OSA found that weaknesses
still existed in controls over enabling and disabling computer terminals at remote court sites; and an audit trail of network activity had yet to be developed .
• Department of Education's system access security over minicomputer and LAN-based systems needed to be strengthened to ensure that only authorized users have access to the automated systems, and to ensure that a user's level of access is based upon
need to know and need to perform. There were no formal written
policies and procedures for system access security, and while the
responsibility of system security had been assigned, specific responsibilities for systems access security had not been formally
delineated. Audit tests found that certain user IDs and passwords had not been deactivated for individuals no longer employed at the Department. In addition, a limited number of user
privileges had not been modified to reflect changes in employee
responsibilities. Although mechanisms were in place to require
that passwords be changed on a scheduled basis, the OSA determined that there were no password standards; there was no his-
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tory file of previously-used passwords, and there was no table of
disallowed passwords. The OSA recommended that the Department develop formal written policies and procedures for system
access security to ensure that only authorized users have access
to the system and that their access levels are appropriate .
• Office of the Commissioner of Probation logical-access security
needed to be strengthened over the Court Activity Record Information (CARl) system. The CARl application system is used to
record and provide access to information regarding probation-related court activity, and to data regarding domestic violence and
risk needs; and is part of the Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) system, which is subject to legally mandated access
restrictions. The OSA review revealed that, although the Office
had certain logical access security policies and procedures in
place, these controls were insufficient to ensure that only authorized users had system access. Of 764 user IDs and passwords,
18 were active for individuals no longer working in the courts.
The employment termination dates for these individuals ranged
from June 1988 to April 1993. Although the Office had a stated
policy requiring that passwords be changed every 90 days, the Office was not meeting its 90-day target. Many users interviewed
indicated that passwords had not been changed for over six
months and, in a few instances, not for over a year. Further, although general security admjnistration responsibilities had been
defined and assigned, there was no formal documentation of access security policies and procedures. There were also no written
guidelines for the protection of passwords, for the distribution of
passwords to users at remote court sites, for the renewal of passwords between the Office and the various courts, for the deactivation of passwordf3, for the review of access privileges, or for the
monitoring of security. In addition, the Office lacked the necessary access security software to restrict multiple access attempts,
and to monitor and report on violation attempts and access activity. The OSA recommended that the Office review, strengthen,
and formally document its policies and procedures for logical access security and password deactivation.
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Prior Audit Results: Corrective Actions
A review of prior audit results is an important component of each
OSA audit. This follow-up review helps to monitor and to recognize
agency compliance with OSA recommendations. The following entity has taken corrective actions based on OSA recommendations.

Administrative
Office of the Trial
Court

• The Administrative Office had repaired its data center's halon
fire-suppression system.
• The Administrative Office was maintaining a list of personnel authorized to access the computer room.
• A magnetic media librarian function had been established for the
data center.
• Obsolete or unused programs were now being deleted from production libraries.

• An air conditioning maintenance contract had been developed
and implemented.
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Enforcement
Assurance:
Referrals &
Requests

H

elping to ensure compliance with
state and federal law is a major
charge of the OSA. In so doing,
the OSA works cooperatively with
various enforcement agencies such as district attorneys, the Attorney General's Office, the Office of the Inspector General, and
federal law enforcement agencies. In addition, the OSA responds to specific requests,
including requests for technical assistance
from agencies reporting missing funds, as
mandated by the Internal Control Statute.
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Referrals
Department of
Revenue (DOR)
and Internal
Revenue Service
(IRS)

Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc.
(GAAMHA)

• The OSA notified the DOR and the IRS that GAAMHA did not
appropriately report as income all the wages paid to two employees. In one case, $1,618 in earned income was not reported at all.
In the other, GAAMHA identified as e~rned income only $2,464
of $4,822 actually provided in compensation. These actions may
have resulted in lost state and federal tax revenue.

South Shore Community Action Council, Inc.
• The OSA notified the DOR and the IRS that the Council did not
report as income bonuses and meal reimbursements paid to its
Executive Director, and did not report the value of personal use of
company-owned vehicles for the Executive Director and certain
other employees. As a result, state and federal tax revenue may
have been lost.

Cape Cod and Islands Council of the Boy Scouts of
America's Homestead Program
• The OSA notified the DOR and the IRS that the Council did not
report on its Program Director's W-2 Tax Form, personal use of a
company vehicle. As a result, state and federal tax revenue may
have been lost.
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Office of the
Attorney General

Bridgewater State College
• The OSA provided a report to the Attorney General's Office which
disclosed that deficiencies in internal control procedures for the collection and deposit of student tuition, fees, and other income had
contributed to an environment in which an unexplained cash variance, totalling $109,849, existed between bank deposit statements
and College records. Although theft of funds was suspected, the
OSA could not rule out other possibilities such as accounting errors.

Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc.
(GAAMHA)

• The OSA referred to the Attorney General's Office audit results citing violations of state labor laws by Gardner-Athol Area Mental
Health Association, Inc. GAAMHA employed an eleven year old
and a fifteen year old, although MGLs prohibit the hiring of children under the age of sixteen for work in any factory, workshop, or
manufacturing establishment. The OSA also asked the A.G.'s office to assess the propriety ofGAAMHA's 1990 and 1991 hiring of
the sons of its Executive and Workshop directors. This report was
also referred to the Office of the Inspector General and federal law
enforcement authorities.

South Shore Community Action Council, Inc.
• The OSA referred to the Attorney General's Office audit results citing questionable and inappropriate expense payments made by the
Council to its Executive Director.
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Division of
Purchased
Services

Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health Association, Inc.
(GAAMHA)

• The OSA referred to the Division of Purchased Services its report
citing unreasonable and unallowable fringe benefits totalling at
least $47,396; questionable tuition reimbursements totalling
$8,722; unnecessary non-program-related vehicle costs totalling
$93,245; and other questionable payments totalling over $80,000.

New Medico, Inc .
• The OSA referred its audit of New Medico, Inc. to the Department of Purchased Services for further review. The audit disclosed that New Medico was overpaid $82,992 by the Commonwealth and $52,935 by the Town of North Attleborough for services at two of its facilities.
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Request
Office of the
Attorney General
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Ashburnham-Westminster Regional School District
• At the request of the Attorney General's Office, the OSA conducted an audit of the Ashburnham-Westminster Regional School
District to determine whether there was any misappropriation of
funds in addition to what was initially identified by the Attorney
General in his investigation of the former business manager of
the District. The OSA identified a misappropriation of $419,122
in addition to the approximately $600,000 initially discovered by
the Attorney General's Office. Subsequent to the Attorney
General's investigation, the former business manager was found
guilty of larceny and sentenced to twelve to fifteen years in state
prison. He also pled guilty to income tax evasion and was sentenced to an additional four to five years to be served concurrently with his previous sentence. The School District has recovered $80,000 and is involved in various lawsuits concerning further recovery of funds.

Enforcement Assurance: Referrals & Requests

Agency Request Pursuant to Internal Control Statute
Chapter 647 of the Acts of 1989, An Act Relative to Improving Internal Controls in State Government, requires the development and
implementation of internal accounting and administrative control
systems in state agencies. It further requires agencies to immediately report unaccounted-for variances, losses, shortages or theft of
funds or property to the State Auditor, who .is then directed to identify the extent and causes of the missing funds and to make recommendations to improve the internal controls under which the variance occurred. Since enactment of this law, the OSA has responded
to hundreds of notifications by agencies oflosses, thefts, or variances. Although most notifications require only desk review and
technical assistance, twenty full special reviews have been completed and released. During this report period, the OSA completed
the following investigation of missing funds:

Bridgewater State
College

• Pursuant to the requirements of Chapter 647, Bridgewater State
College notified the OSA of an unexplained variance of $109,849
between its bank statements and its accounting records. The
OSA review determined that inadequate internal controls over
safeguarding and accounting for cash contributed to a substantial
difference between the amount of money recorded in the College's
account books and the lesser amount actually deposited in the
College's bank account. Moreover, these weaknesses contributed
to the College's inability to either prevent or quickly detect the
loss. The OSA recommended that the College restrict access to
cash; require a continuous chain of custody when a transfer of
funds is unavoidable; assign responsibility to a person who does
not handle cash to receive authenticated deposit slips, total them,
and compare the total to accounting entries; and require cashiers
to restrictively endorse "For Deposit Only" on checks as they are
received. The College has implemented several corrective measures including restrictive check endorsement; improved segregation of employee duties regarding the receipt, handling, deposit,
recording, and reconciliation of cash; daily verification of deposits;
and improved bank bag security. The College was also planning
to implement an automated cash receipting system.
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Division of Local
Mandates
he Division of Local Mandates
(DLM) was established by Proposition 2 1/2 to determine the financial impact on cities and towns of
proposed or existing state laws and regulations. General Laws Chapter 29, Section
27C, generally provides that any post-1980
law or regulation imposing service or cost obligations on any city, town, regional school
district or educational collaborative shall be
effective only if locally accepted or fully
funded by the Commonwealth. Any protected party aggrieved by such a law or regulation may petition superior court to be exempted from compliance until the necessary
state funding is provided. DLM's determination of the cost imposed may be offered as
prima facie evidence of the state funding necessary to sustain the mandate. (For a listing
of DLM determinations and cost studies for
the period July I, 1993 through December
31, 1993, see Appendix n, page 81.)
Chapter 126 of the Act of 1984 expanded
DLM's powers of review by authorizing DLM
to examine any state law or regulation that
has a significant local cost impact, regardless
of whether it satisfies the more technical
standards for a mandate determination.
Chapter 126 reviews include cost benefit
analyses and recommendations to the General Court for amendments.
Through these functions, DLM acts as a
liaison between local and state governments.
These efforts aid the development of state
policy more sensitive to local fiscal realities
and help maintain autonomy in setting municipal budget priorities.

T
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Legislative Studies
DLM maintains a Legislative Review program to analyze pending
legislation and to provide technical assistance to the Legislature on
mandate related issues. To ensure that the local cost impact of legislation is considered by the General Court, DLM reviews thousands
of bills, prepares preliminary cost studies when appropriate, and
contacts members of the Legislature to make them aware of the
Auditor's concerns. In addition, DLM responds to requests for opinions and cost studies from individual legislators, legislative committees, municipalities, and governmental associations. The following
is a sample of this work during the reporting period.

House 5063

An Act Relative to the Funding for Libraries in City and
Town Budgets
At the request of Senate Chairman Robert E. Travaglini and
House Chairman Byron Rushing of the Joint Committee on Local
Affairs, DLM reviewed the above referenced bill relative to municipal library budgets. The bill would mandate that cities and towns
spend not less than 1.75% of their operating budgets on libraries.
DLM estimated the financial effect of this proposal on each city and
town. Highlights of this work included the following findings:
• Total FY 1993 library spending by all cities and towns is estimated to be $115.3 million.
• The average percent of FY 1993 municipal operating budgets devoted to libraries is approximately 1.16%
• Forty-one cities and towns (12%) currently spend 1.75% or more
of their budgets on libraries.
The bill would require 310 cities and towns (88%) to increase
spending for libraries. The estimated annual cost impact of House
5063 on these communities is $62.2 million. In addition, future library spending increases above this estimate would occur as a direct result of total operating budget increases.
At the 1.75% level proposed in House 5063, total library spending
would be $172.7 million, an increase of 51% over FY 1993.
Status: Although House 5063 did not become law in 1993, the bill
has been refiled for the 1994 legislative session. DLM will continue
to monitor the progress of this proposal.
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Mandate Determinations
Protected parties are entitled under the Local Mandate Law to
petition DLM for a mandate determination on any post-Proposition
2 112 law, IUle, or regulation believed to impose a municipal cost
burden. A listing of DLM determinations made during this reporting period is included in Appendix II. (See page 82) The following
are samples of this work.

Chapter 503 of
the Acts of 1983

Uniform Polling Hours State Funding for 1994 State
Elections
Chapter 503 of the Acts of 1983 requires that all polling places for
state elections open no later than 7:00 a .m . and remain open until
8:00 p.m. Since state law prior to Chapter 503 allowed polls to open
as late as 10:00 a.m., three hours of mandated election expenses are
eligible for state funding under the local mandate law.
Section 3 of Chapter 503 requires DLM to determine the incremental costs attributable to the Act for each city and town. In carrying out the provisions of this section, the Office of the State Auditor, with help from the Secretary of State's elections division, has
ensured full state funding to each city and town for new costs incurred in presidential and state primaries and general elections
since 1984.
Result: DLM developed a cost claim form, which was sent to all
cities and towns. Each form was carefully reviewed and certified.
DLM determined that the incremental costs to be incurred by cities and towns for the upcoming 1994 September and November
elections will be $910,822. Since the passage of Chapter 503 of the
Acts of 1983, nearly six million dollars has been certified by the Division and reimbursed to cities and towns for state and federal elections.

Draft Regulations
310 CMR 15.00

Title V of the State Sanitary Code
At the request of Representative Frank Hynes, The Massachusetts Health Officers Association, and several cities and towns,
DLM began a review of draft Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) regulations 310 CMR 15.00 (Title V, the State Environmental Code for Subsurface Disposal of Sanitary Waste.)
Key elements of the proposed changes to Title V would require
owners of substandard systems that do not consist of, at a minimum, a septic tank, a soil absorption system, and a distribution box
or pump chamber, to repair or replace said systems by December
31, 1998 if they are located in environmentally sensitive areas such
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as watershed and wetlands. In any case, these systems would have
to be upgraded to the new Title V Code by December 31,2003. All
other substandard systems would have to be replaced or repaired
when they fail, when new construction occurs that increases the
flow to the system, when there is a change in ownership, ~r when
determined to be necessary by local boards of health.
Furthermore, owners of septic systems would be required to have
their systems pumped every three years with results to be reported
to local boards of health. Systems located in environmentally sensitive areas and which were constructed prior to 1978 would have to
be inspected by a DEP-certified inspector prior to December 31,
1996. All other systems would have to be inspected by a certified
inspector prior to December 31, 1998.
Municipal officials expressed concerns to DLM on the potential of
the proposed regulations to increase administrative and personnel
expenses of local boards of health. The draft requirements would
expand board of health oversight and responsibility of on-site sewage disposal system construction, installation, maintenance, and inspections. Specifically, the draft 310 CMR 15.00 would require municipal health personnel to maintain records of septic systems and
cesspools, including: applications, plans and specifications; permits;
as-built plans; reports of inspections during construction; certificates of compliance issued and denied; inspection forms and specifications for repairs; pumping records; letters of non-compliance; and
enforcement actions. Also, local health officers would be required to
complete a DEP training and certification program for sewage disposal system inspections.

Status: DEP held statewide public hearings on the draft revisions
to 310 CMR 15.00 in October, 1993. DEP has withdrawn the draft
from further public review so that it can address testimony from
homeowners, business associations, legislators and municipal officials concerning the significant costs of compliance.
DLM is currently reviewing the written testimony municipal officials submitted at the public hearings. DEP plans to issue a new
redraft of the Title V regulations, and may conduct further public
hearings in Mayor June 1994. DLM will work with DEP and the
Massachusetts Health Officers Association to review and offer comments on any revised draft of310 CMR 15.00. Ifwarranted, DLM
will conduct a statewide cost study to determine the additional administrative and personnel expenses that may be imposed on local
health departments. DLM expects to issue the results of this ongoing work during the next reporting period.
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Legislation
Impacting the
Work of the Office
of the State
Auditor
he 1993 law with most serious implications for the work of the Office
of the State Auditor is Chapter
296, the Privatization Statute. Because this law gives significant new responsibilities to the State Auditor, its major provisions are detailed below. This section also
contains a summary of the legislative package developed and filed by the Office of the
State Auditor for the 1994 session. These
bills either directly affect the OSA, or address significant audit results and therefore
complement audit recommendations by suggesting systemic improvements.

T
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New Mandated OSA Responsibilities
Chapter 296

An Act Further Regulating the Purchase of State Services
• Chapter 296 of the Acts of 1993 establishes the process that must
be followed by state agencies and certain Authorities seeking to
contract out, or privatize, a service presently performed by public
employees.
The process that the agency must follow includes preparing a detailed statement of services which is then used to solicit competitive bids to provide the service. At the same time, the agency is
required to conduct an in-house analysis that identifies the most
cost-efficient method of providing the service with agency employees. The final agency step is to conduct a cost and quality comparison between the selected contractor and the in-house estimate. Additionally, the agency is responsible for assuring that
the private bids and private contract, if ultimately awarded, contain certain provisions regarding wages, health insurance, the
hiring of qualified agency employees, and nondiscrimination.
Before such a contract can be awarded, the agency must certify to
the State Auditor that the cost of contracting out the service
would be less than keeping the service in-house, that the quality
of the proposed service would equal or exceed that which could be
provided in-house, and that the agency otherwise complied with
the law. The State Auditor has 30 days to review the agency's
certification and to approve or reject the contract. A rejection is
final and binding unless withdrawn, based on a revised certificate
and the subsequent approval by the State Auditor.
The law also authorizes the State Auditor to adopt regulations
and prescribe forms to carry out statute provisions. The State
Auditor's Office, in response, has prepared a guide, containing information and forms, necessary for full implementation of the
law.
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OSA Legislative Package
House 4

An Act Clarifying the Scope of the Local Mandate Law

The bill would clarify the scope of municipal protection provided
pursuant to Section 27C of Chapter 29, MGLs, the so-called Local
Mandate Law. This statute provides that any law taking effect on
or after January 1, 1981, imposing additional costs upon any city or
town will be effective only if fully funded by the'Commonwealth or
if locally accepted. In addition, it provides that any post-1980 administrative reguJation or law granting or increasing exemptions
from local taxation is not to be effective unless fully funded by the
Commonwealth.
Certain court decisions over the past few years have both narrowed the scope of the mandate law's protections and created confusion. Consistent with the original intent of the law, House 4 would
define "local mandate" to include post-1980 state laws and regulations that require a municipality to make additional expenditures to
maintain any new or existing local activity, to undertake a service
previously performed by the Commonwealth or a county, or to initiate or expand a contracted service.
The bill also contains provisions which would permit individual
legislators to petition the Division of Local Mandates (DLM) to determine local compliance costs; allow for reimbursement of local legal costs incurred in a successful mandate challenge; authorize
courts to grant an interim exemption from compliance; require state
agencies to notify DLM of regulatory actions affecting local spending; and direct DLM to review agency statements of local fiscal effect for adequacy. This bill would establish a more useful standard
for responding to local mandate issues and would enhance state
agencies' awareness of the fiscal impact regulations can have on local budgets.

House 5

An Act Providing for Uniform Administrative Standards in
the Audit of Federal Aid Received by State Agencies

This legislation would provide for uniform standards ~d overall
coordination in the audit of federal aid funds. Under this bill, the
OSA would receive notice from state agencies of federal aid funds to
be audited, would assist agencies in setting the scope and standards
for various kinds of audits, and would also receive such audits when
completed by private firms. The intent of the legislation is to ensure that agencies contract for and obtain audits that meet the requirements of all federal and state statutes and regulations and
that audit duplication and expense be reduced.
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House 6

An Act Relative to Production of Records for Review by the
State Auditor

This legislation would provide the OSA with the authority to compel written records from an unresponsive auditee. This authority,
which has already been granted to the House and Senate Post Audit Committees, the Inspector General, and the Bureau of Accounts,
is a valuable discretionary tool for improving the effectiveness .and
timeliness of the audit process. Under the bill, if an auditee failed
to produce requested records within fifteen days of a written request, the OSA would have the authority to subpoena these records.

House 7

An Act Relative to the Procurement of Supplies or Services
by Providers

This bill would establish competitive bidding guidelines and procedures to govern the procurement of supplies or services by providers contracting with the Commonwealth who receive $100,000 or
more in state funding in any fiscal year. For the procurement of a
supply or service in the amount of $1,000 to $9,999, a provider
would be required to seek at least three written or oral quotations.
In procuring a supply or service of $10,000 or more, a provider
would be required to solicit written quotations and bids pursuant to
an invitation process to be promulgated in regulation by the Division of Purchased Services. In each case, the provider would be required to award the contract to the responsible person offering the
needed supply or service at the lowest quotation. In addition, providers would be required to maintain a contract file for the period
they contract with the state.
The bill also seeks to improve the integrity and disclosure of socalled "related party" transactions. Among other provisions, provider officials would be prohibited from and subject to fine for participating in any procurement matter in which an immediate family
member has a financial interest.
The intent of House 7, which would require vendors to follow the
same procurement practices mandated for state agencies and cities
and towns, is to ensure that the best possible price is obtained for
goods and services.
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House 8

An Act Clarifying the Establishment and Oversight of Foundations at Institutions of Public Higher Education
This bill would clarify the State Auditor's authority to audit foundations at Institutions of Public Higher Education. This clarification is needed to avoid litigation regarding a matter addressed by
the Legislature in 1992. Outside Section 211 of Chapter 133 of the
Acts of 1992 amended Chapter 15A of the Massachusetts General
Laws to specifically authorize the OSA to conduct audits of foundations or organizations established or controlled by or for a public college or university.
However, the Higher Education Coordinating Council has argued
that Outside Section 211 refers only to foundations organized after
1992. The Attorney General's Office has informally advised the
OSA that there is substantial basis for reading Section 211 as applying to already existing foundations. The Council has responded
by requesting time for further rebuttal and also has the option of
litigation. Passage of this technical amendment would prevent such
litigation.
Absence of oversight over these increasingly popular organizations has created the potential for misuse of funds raised by foundations closely associated with and using the names of state colleges
and universities. The State Auditor's Report on Higher Education
Trust Funds also pointed out that without the authority to audit
foundations, the OSA is severely limited in its attempts to monitor
trust funds, since administrators who want to circumvent auditing
requirements can divert funds to these organizations.
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House 9

An Act Equalizing the Availability of Dental and Vision Benefits
This bill would provide dental and vision benefits, commensurate
with benefits currently provided to union employees, for employees
and members of the General Court, constitutional officers, and staff
of the constitutional officers.
This legislation would resolve an equity issue regarding dental
and vision employee benefits. Pursuant to collectively bargained
union contracts, thousands of state employees receive dental/vision
coverage. Legislative employees and employees of the constitutional offices, who do not currently receive the benefit, would be covered under House 9.

House 10

An Act Authorizing the State Auditor to Audit the General

Court
This bill would authorize the Office of the State Auditor to audit
legislative accounts as part of its statutory mandate. It is unclear
under existing statutory authority whether or not the Office ofthe
State Auditor can audit the Legislature's books. Enactment of
House 10 would clarify this matter.
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Private
Occupational
Schools: Financial
Evaluations
hapters 75C, 75D, and 93 of the
Massachusetts General Laws require the Office of the State Auditor (OSA) and the Department of
Education to annually evaluate the financial
and academic positions, respectively, of applicants for licensure or registration as private business, trade, or correspondence
schools. Schools conducted by employers to
train their own employees or schools or colleges chartered or otherwise authorized by
the Commonwealth are exempt from the
provisions of these statutes. These consumer protection statutes were enacted to
ensure that private occupational schools are
both financially and academically qualified
to operate in Massachusetts.
Prior to licensure or registration by the
Department of Education, all such private
non-degree granting business, trade and correspondence schools are required to submit
financial statements and projections to the
OSA. This information is updated and reevaluated annually to confirm the continued
solvency of each applicant. Those schools
determined to be financially qualified for
licensure or registration must then secure
tuition protection in the amount recommended by the OSA.
Massachusetts statutes require the OSA
to annually determine each school's appro-

C
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priate tuition protection level, which may
take the form of a surety bond, an irrevocable letter of credit, or a term deposit account payable to the Commonwealth. This
consumer protection is intended to cover
potential tuition refunds to students resulting from fraud, deceptive student recruitment practices, or a breach of contract by
the school.
At the close of calendar year 1993, there
were 127 active private occupational
schools financially certified for Massachusetts licensure or registration. During the
six months ended December 31, 1993, the
OSA performed 66 financial evaluations.
Eleven schools represented first-time applicants, while 55 examinations covered
schools applying to the Department of Education for renewal licensure or registration.
Four schools which previously had been
certified by the Office were reclassified as
inactive during the period.
Private occupational school course offerings include: acupuncture, appliance repair, art, bartending, broadcasting, business administration, computer program
and technology, dog grooming, floral design, industrial technology, massage
therapy, modeling, photography, plumbing,
secretarial skills, tractor trailer operation
and travel agent training.
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Audit Reports Issued

Authority Audits
AUDIT
l. Carver Housing Authority

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hamilton Housing Authority
Mass. Centers of Excellence Corpora tion
Mass . Technology Park Corporation
Mass. Water Resources Authority·
Boston Harbor Clean·Up
Middleton Housing Authority
Millbury Housing Authority
Springfield Parking Authority
West Brookfield Housing
Authority

AUDIT
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93· 1285·2
91·671·2
93· 1318·2
93·1304·6
93·4020·3

09/27193
07/30193
07/30193
10/27193
07/15/93

94·721-2
94-724-2
93·781· 2
93·1294·1

12131193
09/27193
07/26193
09/27193

92-6012·9

11110193

93·2002·2

11105193

94·0 167-4C
91·6009·2

12130193
11115193

Education Audits
1. Ashburnham-Westminster Regional
School District
2. Bridgewater State CollegeChapter 647 Review
3. Department of Education • EDP Activities
4. Northern Essex Community College
All Purpose Trust Fund
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Human Services Audits
AUDIT
1. Belchertown State School
Carousel Trust FundlDPGS
2. Brockton Multi-Service CenterEDP Related Controls
3. Community Connections, Inc.
4. Cape & Islands Council
of the Boy Scouts of AmericaHomestead Program
5. Gardner-Athol Area Mental Health
Association, Inc. (GAAMHA)
6. Irving Glavin Regional Center
7. Meridian Associates for Programs
& Resources, Inc.
8. New Medico, Inc.
9. Puerto Rican Veterans' Association
of Mass., Inc.
10. South Shore Community Action Council, Inc.

AUDIT
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93-5244-2

09/20/93

94-0853-4C

12122193

92-4313-3
93-4023-3

12101193
12128193

92-4314-3

08117/93

93-863-2
93-4328-3

12114/93
12114/93

92-6004-9
93-4332-3

12117/93
12115/93

92-6007-9

11130/93
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Judiciary/Law Enforcement
AUDIT
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

1. Administrative Office of the Trial Court Data Processing Operations
2. Office of the Commissioner of
Probation - Data Processing Activities
3. Plymouth County D.A.'s Office
Data Processing Operations

93-1106-4C

12129/93

94-1215-4X

12130/93

93-12654C

12122193

1. BOllton Metropolitan Dilltrict
2. Chapter 555-

94-581-2
94-5555-2

12131193
09/21193

93-4024-3

12122193

91-5013-3
93-421-2
93-37-2
93-1066-2

10/27193
10/27/93
10/28193
12114193

93-4021-3

08/19/93

93-1352-2

11130193

AUDIT

Other Audits

N~t Sta~

3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Department of Employment &: Training
Department of Revenue
Division ofInllurance
State Boxing Commission
State Lottery Commission
State Racing Commillsion
Department of Revenue'll ComputerAssisted Mass Appraisal System (CAMA)
Division of Insurance
Energy Facilities Siting Council
George Fingold Library
Low Level Radioactive Wallte
Management Board
Masa. Highway Dept.- Central Artery/
Third Harbor Tunnel Project
Maaa. Thoroughbred Breeders Association, Inc.

Audit Reports Issued

Federally Mandated Audits of State-Administered
Federal & State Programs
AUDIT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Abington Housing Authority
Acton Housing Authority
Amesbury Housing Authority
Arlington Housing Authority
Auburn Housing Authority
Belchertown Housing Authority
Bellingham Housing Authority
Belmont Housing Authority
Bourne Housing Authority (FY 92)
Bourne Housing Authority (FY 93)
Braintree Housing Authority
Brockton Redevelopment Authority
Bridgewater Housing Authority
Burlington Housing Authority
Chelsea Housing Authority
Chicopee Housing Authority
Committee on Criminal Justice
Concord Housing Authority
Danvers Housing Authority
Dartmouth Housing Authority
Dennis Housing Authority
Department of Environmental Protection Hazardous Waste Transporter Fee Reports
Dracut Housing Authority
Easton Housing Authority
EPA Construction Grant - City of Attleboro
EPA Construction GrantGreater Lawrence Sanitary District
EPA Construction GrantSouth Essex Sewerage District
Everett Housing Authority
Falmouth Housing Authority
Framingham Housing Authority
Gardner Housing Authority
Gloucester Housing Authority
GTeenfield Housing Authority
Haverhill Housing Authority
Holbrook Housing Authority
Hudson Housing Authority
Iplwich Housing Authority
Leominster Housing Authority
Malden Housing Authority

AUDIT
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

93-3080-8
93-3035-8
93-3003-8
93-3027-8
93-3008-8
93-3077-8
93-3043-8
93-3066-8
93-3079-8
93-3084-8
93-3092-8
94-3004-8
93-3050-8
93-3087-8
94-3024-8
93-3075-8
92-3091-1
93-3065-8
93-3005-8
93-3076-8
93-3071-8
93-3089-1

11/15193

93-3093-8
93-3068-8
92-3102-1
92-3103-1
93-3040-1
93-3064-8
93-3054-8
94-3017-8
93-3049-8
93-3011-8
93-3012-8
93-3062-8
93-3083-8
93-3067-8
93-3088-8
93-3078-8
93-3055-8

11102193
08/31/93
09/20193
10114193
09/20193
07/14193
08/13193
12122193
12122193
12128193
12115193
10/29193
12110193

12131193
08112193
09/14193
09/09193
08123193
09/09193

08112193
11102193
12130193

08112193
08113193
10/29193

08112193
09/10193

08109193
12121193
10/14193
10/14193

11124193
09/20193
08113193
09/17193

11115193
11124193
09/27193
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AUDIT
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
67.
58.
69.
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Mansfield Housing Authority
Melrose Housing Authority
Natick Housing Authority
Newton Housing Authority
Northampton Housing Authority
Pembroke Housing Authority
Plymouth Housing Authority
Quincy Housing Authority
Salem Housing Authority
Scituate Housing Authority
Stow Housing Authority
Warren Housing Authority
Watertown Housing Authority
Wayland Housing Authority
Webster Housing Authority
Wellesley Housing Authority
Westfield Housing Authority
West Springfield Housing Authority
Wilmington Housing Authority
Winchester Housing Authority

AUDIT
NUMBER

ISSUE
DATE

94-3015-8
93-3086-8
93-3072-8

12115/93

93~ 3013-8

93-3073-8
93-3059-8
93-3063-8
93-3094-8
93-3010-8
93-3060-8
93-3074-8
94-3019-8
93-3028-8
93-3061-8
93-3095-8
93-3022·8
93·3085·8
93·3082·8
93·3070·8
93· 3016· 8

12121193
11130193
12122193
08112193
07/29193

11102193
12115193

09/17193
08131193
07/30193
12122193
10/04193
07/30193
12131193
10/07193

11118/93
11130193

11124193
08131193

Appendix II

Division of Local
Mandates:
Determinations &
Cost Studies
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DLM Determinations & Cost Studies

LAW. REGULATION .
OR LEGISLATION

ISSUE

House No . 5063

Funding for Municipal Libraries

Proposed Legislation

Classification of Dedicated Fire Apparatus Technicians, Retirement Law

Chapter 503 , Acts of 1983

Uniform Polling Hours: September and November 1994 Elections

Chapter 71, s. 67, Acts of 1993

Education Reform Act

524 CMR 17.37 (2)

Elevator Regulations

34 CFR Part 300

Special Education

310 CMR 15.00

Proposed Revisions to Title V of the State
Sanitary Code - Subsurface Sewage Disposal Systems
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RESULT

FUNDING

Mandate: DLM Statewide Cost Impact =$62.2 Million
Legislation Did Not Pass

Not Applicable

No Mandate: Article 115 of
the Massachusetts Constitution

Not Applicable

Mandate: DLM Statewide
Cost Certification Report

$910,822 To Be Distributed
In August 1994

No Mandate: Legislative Override ofG.L. c.29, s.27C

Not Applicable

Federal Mandate

Not Applicable

Federal Mandate

Not Applicable

Ongoing

IS8ue Pending
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